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Project Origin 

- Worksystems 
- City Government 
-   County Government 
-   City Economic Development  

Committee  
consisting of  



Purpose 

that provides foundational understanding 
of current sustainability, efficiency and 
innovation paraigms 

Create flexible curricula 

- for pipeline   
- new and emerging workers  
- incumbent or current workers 
  in various industries 



The RFP 

Required recipient 
to partner with 
community colleges  
to ensure stability 
beyond grant funding 

Modularized 
Curricula 
Informed  

by Industry 



Creating the Deliverable 

PCC 
MHCC  
Rationale/Response 



Very few jobs are exclusive to the 

Sustainability and Green fields 



Most jobs will have a sustainability or 

existing jobs or green jobs 

green component added to 



Landscapers learn 
about xeriscaping  
to reduce water  
consumption 

and use of industrial  
fertilizers 

Electricians add a solar  
component to their portfolio 
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Therefore we focused on 

- Why promoting and practicing sustainable  
   practices is important 
-  How to reduce their carbon footprint  
   in the workplace and at home 
 - Combining theory and practical applications 



We produced five distinct modules: 

-   Sustainability Overview 

-   Sustainability in Manufacturing 

-   Green Building 

-   Sustainability in an Health Care 

-   Sustainability in an Office Setting 



Green 
Building 
Module 

Overview 



Green 
Building 
Program 

Overview 



Principles of 
Sustainability 

User Guide 



Created a product that  
a Competent Person  
(CP) could pick up  
and make their own  

with 2 hours prep per hour 
of presentation 

We implemented standardized formatting 
to facilitate learning and transferability 



Green 
Building 
Lecture 

Notes 



Lessons we learned 

Teamwork works if you work at it: 

-   Focus on customer needs 
-   Create clear rolls and responsibilities  
-   Conduct honest analysis of comparative 
   advantage 
-   Build on history of collaboration between 
  MHCC and PCC 



-   Daily attention and communication 

-   Create early mileposts  
   to allow for adjustments 

-   Error-embracing approach 
   (errors happen —  
     how do you respond?) 

-   Trust is everything 

Projects  
need  

attention 




